
 
 
 
 

Products 
 

Real-Time Fraud Screening 
We verify traffic at all customer points of contact from account creation and login to transaction; we evaluate customer 
patterns, behaviors, and transactions risk in real-time. 

 
User Profiling 
Expose hidden associations between apparently unrelated accounts and prevent bad users from entering your network in the 
first place. AcuityTec helps you automate and optimize the user information validation in the Registration process. We 
perform evidence recognition to assess the user’s reputation and return a Profile Score that represents the risk that the 
person poses to your business, identifying suspicious users and stopping fraud. 
• Find Geo-check verifications including email address, physical address, date of birth, phone number and AML. 

 

Photo Identity Verification 
Your group has complete flexibility for Global Photo ID verification rules customization and changes take effect immediately. 

• Includes identity document, liveness check, live proof of consent and proof of address 
• Delivers assurance that the individual presenting the Photo ID is the valid holder 
• The personal information extracted from the customer's ID facilitates a client defined pre-fill registration form process 
• Integrates via API directly and seamlessly for web applications -no additional hardware or download required 

 
Device Fingerprinting 
Device Fingerprinting Technology, also known as Device Authentication, Device Identification, and Device ID, is entering the 
mainstream. Device Fingerprinting has proven to be a valuable and worthwhile tool for online fraud prevention. A device 
fingerprint is a piece of information collected about a remote computing device for the purpose of identification. It is essential 
to know if a device connecting to your site has previously been flagged for fraud in your network. And it is even more 
important to know if a device visiting your site for the first time has been flagged for fraud by other businesses outside your 
network. 

Identity verification & Consumer KBA 
Knowledge Based Authentication feature bundled with IDVUSA. It is “document not present” service, which performs checks 
such as name to address, DOB-SSN/DL, basic phone verification along with KBA questions where the customer is presented a 
series of Personal Knowledge Based Questions, ten required to provide correct value to validate him/herself. 
 
SMS and Voice Authentication 
AcuityTec’s telephone SMS and Voice verification is easily integrated via API into any application. The user receives a 4-digit 
PIN via voice call or SMS, then required to enter this one-time code to validate the registered phone number. 

  Custom SMS 
AcuityTec’s Send SMS method allows providing timely, personalized information to customers through secure SMS messages, 
reminders, notifications, invites, one-time-passcodes (OTPs), and other automated communication. 
This method is used to send a SMS to a given phone number. The system will send a SMS and provide a delivery status 
response. Experience increased user engagement, satisfaction rates, customer lifetime values and faster business growth. 
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